Electronic structure and decomposition reaction mechanism of cyclopropenone, phenylcylopropenone and their sulfur analogues: a theoretical study.
The electronic structure, the origin of the extraordinary stability and the reaction mechanisms of the decomposition reaction of the three-membered ring cyclopropenone (IO), its phenyl derivative (IIO) and its sulfur analogues (IS and IIS) have been investigated at the B3LYP/6-311+G** level of theory. All critical points on the reaction surface, reactants, transition states and intermediates were determined. Reaction rate constants and half-lives have been computed. Natural bond orbital (NBO) analysis has been used to investigate the type and extent of interaction in the studied species. Results indicate that the decomposition reaction occurs via a stepwise mechanism, with the formation of a short-lived intermediate. The characters of the intermediates for the decomposition of IIO and IIS are different. In case of IIO decomposition, the intermediate structure is of prevailing zwitterionic character, whereas that for the decomposition of IIS is of prevailing carbene character. Solvent effects are computed, analyzed and discussed.